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Graphene-stabilized lipid monolayer
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Chemically deﬁned and electronically benign interfaces are attractive substrates for graphene and other
two-dimensional materials. Here, we introduce lipid monolayers as an alternative, structurally ordered,
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1.

and chemically versatile support for graphene. Deposition of graphene on the lipids resulted in a more
ordered monolayer than regions without graphene. The lipids also oﬀered graphene a more uniform and
smoother support, reducing graphene hysteresis loop and the average value of the charge neutrality point
under applied voltages. Our approach promises to be eﬀective towards measuring experimentally biochemical phenomena within lipid monolayers and bilayers.

Introduction

Graphene1 is typically supported – sometimes sandwiched –
with other two-dimensional materials to promote higher mobility,2 to ensure the reproducibility in electrical performances,3
and to prevent environmental contamination.4 Frequently
composed of inorganic, hard and crystalline materials, the so
called van der Waals heterostructures have emerged as a route to
design new and remarkably complex layer-by-layer films of 2D
materials, including graphene.5 One challenge associated with
2D materials as supporting and sandwiching layers is their
limited chemical diversity, functions, and inherent inorganic
nature. The possibility of combining graphene with soft,
dynamic and molecular self-assembled monolayers is therefore
of high interest as an organic alternative to inorganic 2D
materials and could provide a versatile platform for applications,
such as biosensors, drug delivery systems or cellular devices.6
Lipids – main constituents of cell membranes – are amphiphilic molecules that can self-assemble and form stable quasi
two dimensional fluidic membrane structures.7 Lipids can
spread on graphene,8 however little is known on the formation, stability and molecular structure of lipid molecules
surrounding graphene.8–15 Mainly, studies focused on graphene oxide (GO), as both lipid vesicles and GO form stable
suspensions in aqueous environments.16,17 GO is an easily
accessible form of graphene, suitable to study the influence of
oxidation states on the chemical characteristics of GO-lipid
assemblies, at the cost of lower electron mobility, higher
chemical reactivity, oxygen doping, and surface/edge inhomo-

geneities. Being negatively charged, GO has a particular
aﬃnity with positively charged lipid head groups,18 highlighting the importance of electrostatic interactions in the assembly process.19 Pristine graphene, however, does not contain
charges on the basal plane therefore minimizing electrostatic
interactions and favoring hydrophobic interactions between
lipid tails and graphene at the interface.20 To understand and
quantify the interactions between lipid tails and graphene, an
approach is that graphene crowd surfs directly on the lipid
chains, and measure the molecular structure of the lipids and
the corresponding electrical properties of graphene.
In this paper we investigate the stability and structure of a
lipid monolayer placed underneath graphene and report that
graphene aﬀects the conformation of a lipid monolayer, yielding a rearrangement of the lipids into a more ordered and
compact supramolecular conformation. Remarkably, attenuated total reflectance infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR) and ellipsometry demonstrate an increase of the absorbance intensity
and of the thickness of the lipid monolayer in presence of graphene, respectively. Our finding suggests a high aﬃnity
between the lipid tails and the graphene basal plane promoting a favorable heterostructure for biosensing applications,
and represents the first step towards embedding graphene into
a lipid bilayer as proposed by recent molecular dynamics
simulations.21,22

2. Results and discussion
2.1.
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Langmuir–Blodgett technique: sample preparation

One straightforward approach to form and study a graphene–
lipid monolayer interface is to pre-form a well-packed mono-
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layer of lipids on a known substrate, such as SiO2/Si and transfer a graphene layer on top. A well-established route to build
an ordered lipid monolayer is by applying the Langmuir–
Blodgett technique23 using 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) and 1% of 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphoethanolamine-N-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl)
(Liss Rhod PE) (Fig. 1b). First, the mixture of lipids is dissolved
in an organic solution of chloroform/methanol (3 : 1) and is
subsequently deposited dropwise at the air/water interface of
the Langmuir trough. By further compressing this unordered
lipid phase (i.e. in a so called gas phase (G), Fig. 1a) to specific

Paper

surface pressures, a very compact lipid monolayer can be
formed and transferred to any arbitrary substrate.24 In this
study, the lipids were compressed until a surface pressure (π)
of 30 mN m−1 – to form a compact and stable monolayer – and
thereafter transferred to a SiO2/Si substrate by retracting the
substrate out of the trough at maximum compression. A CVD
graphene layer was then transferred above the lipid film by
bringing into contact the lipid film with graphene floating on
ammonium persulfate solution (APS). The sample was
immediately rinsed with ultra-pure water to remove traces of
APS (Fig. 1a, top; see experimental section).
Fig. 1a shows the surface pressure (π) – area compression
isotherm of DPPC : Liss Rhod PE (99 : 1) (solid line) on a pure
water sub-phase and the subsequent decompression of the
Langmuir film (dashed line) after the transfer of the lipid
monolayer onto the SiO2/Si substrate. The lipid monolayer was
compressed until a π of 30 mN m−1 passing through distinct
separate phases characteristic of phospholipid molecules. In
the first step, the lipids spread at the air/water interface yielding the gaseous state (G) due to the small forces exerted by the
large distance between molecules. As the mobile barriers of
the Langmuir trough start to compress, the available area per
molecule and the intermolecular distance between the lipids
decreases, resulting in the transition from the gaseous to a
liquid expanded state (LE). After further compression, the
molecules undergo a phase transition from a fluidic to a condensed phase. This liquid expanded (LE)–liquid condensed
(LC) phase transition is characterized by a diﬀerent aggregation state where the lipids present a strong lateral cohesion
and a well-defined orientation. Finally, when the available area
of the monolayer is further reduced, the molecules selforganize in a perfectly ordered and stable monolayer, called
the solid state (S).25 At this stage, the well-packed lipid monolayer is transferred to the SiO2/Si substrate, resulting in a shift
in the compression isotherms from which the transfer ratio of
the lipids on the substrate is determined (Fig. 1a, dashed line,
red arrow; see experimental section).

2.2. Eﬀect of graphene on the structure of the lipid
monolayer

Fig. 1 (a) Surface pressure–area (π–A) compression isotherm of
DPPC : Liss Rhod PE (99 : 1) monolayer (solid line) and the subsequent
decompression (dashed line) after the transfer of the lipid monolayer on
a SiO2/Si substrate (see top inset, step i). The diﬀerent lipidic phases are:
G, gaseous state; LE, liquid expanded state; LC, liquid condensed state;
and S, solid state. In a last step graphene is transferred on top of the lipid
monolayer from an ammonium persulfate solution (APS) (see top inset,
step ii–iii). (b) Molecular structure of the two lipids used in this work:
1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) and 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(lissamine rhodamine B
sulfonyl) (Liss Rhod PE).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016

Optical and fluorescence microscopy measurements of the
lipid monolayer and the subsequent lipid–graphene assembly
are shown in Fig. 2. A homogenous and continuous fluorescence lipid layer is observed on SiO2/Si substrate (Fig. 2a).
Next, graphene was transferred onto the lipid monolayer
resulting in a strong fluorescence quenching of the rhodamine
B dye. Note that millimeter sized graphene domains are
observed, even without the need of a polymer such as PMMA
for the transfer, as shown by Fig. 2b and c.26 The cracks on the
basal plane of graphene are advantageous to image graphene
using fluorescence quenching microscopy.27 Remarkably, after
rinsing with ultra-pure water (to remove APS traces), the lipids
underneath the graphene area remained intact, as confirmed
by infrared spectroscopy and ellipsometry (Fig. 3a), suggesting
that graphene acts as a shield that prevent the lipids from
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Fig. 2 (a) Fluorescence image of DPPC : Liss Rhod PE (99 : 1) monolayer
on SiO2/Si substrate. (b) Fluorescence image after transferring graphene
on top of the lipid monolayer. (c) The corresponding optical image on
the same graphene area of b.
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frequencies of CH2 stretching vibrations are known to decrease
if lipids are well packed. An elongation of the lipid acyl chains
will also yield an increase of intensity of the band. As the CH2
frequency decreases, the lipid hydrocarbon chain order
increases, suggesting a change from gauche to trans conformation of the lipid chains.30 The molecules are closer to each
other, have less freedom to vibrate and therefore leading to a
decrease of the wavenumber. Thus, the lipids underneath graphene present a crystalline structure with presumably very
restricted diﬀusional mobility.29–31 At this stage of the experiment, we therefore consider that graphene enters into – what
we call – a ‘crowd surfing’ mode, either static or dynamic.
To obtain further information on the change of conformation of the lipid molecules upon their interaction with graphene, we determined the thickness of the diﬀerent layers
composing the thin film by ellipsometry (see experimental
section). The thickness of the SiO2 layer was determined 282.9 ±
1.4 nm.32 Then, the deposited lipid monolayer increased the
thickness by 2.5 ± 0.4 nm. As expected, a further increase of the
lipid thickness after transferring graphene was observed. The
lipid monolayer increased to 3.9 ± 0.9 nm. This expansion of
the lipid acyl chains, as confirmed previously by ATR-IR, corresponds to the formation of a more ordered structure. The interactions of the hydrophobic lipid tails with the hydrophobic
graphene lying on top are most probably remarkably favorable.8,21 This increase of 1.4 nm, could also be expected if a
bilayer would form, but this hypothesis is excluded as no more
lipids were in contact with the sample at that time of the
sample processing. Although an absolute increase in thickness
of 1.4 nm is surprising giving the expected head-to-tail length of
DPPC, it is evident that the lipids rearrange in a more organized
layer after interacting with graphene, as confirmed previously by
ATR-IR. The graphene thickness measured was 0.4 ± 0.2 nm,
supporting the transfer of a single monolayer graphene.
2.3.

getting rinsed oﬀ and protecting them from the environment
(Fig. 2b).
In order to characterize the molecular structure and organization of the lipids, we performed attenuated total reflectance
infrared (ATR-IR) spectroscopy measurements. Fig. 3a shows
the absorption bands characteristic for the stretching
vibrations of the lipid acyl chains for the lipid monolayer
(black line) and for the lipid–graphene assembly (red line).28
The presence of these peaks confirms that the lipids remain
underneath the graphene. Depending on whether the lipids
are in contact or not with graphene, a shift in the peaks
maxima is observed, characteristic for changes in the lipid
conformation.29 Additionally, a shift was observed in the asymmetric methylene vibration (CH2) from ∼2915 to 2912 cm−1
and in the symmetric methylene vibration (CH2) from ∼2848
to 2844 cm−1, respectively. Furthermore the intensity of the
asymmetric and symmetric CH2 bands of the lipid–graphene
assembly increased. The observed shift is attributed to a
change of the physical properties of the lipids film, where the
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Topography study of the lipid–graphene heterostructure

The atomic force microscopy (AFM) images and the corresponding height profiles of the lipid monolayer in air at room
temperature before and after transferring graphene showed
the presence of an homogenous monolayer of lipids (Fig. 3b),
and for this reason, no significant step height diﬀerences
could be measured on the lipid monolayer. These results
confirm the formation of a stable and compacted lipid layer
on SiO2/Si substrate (Fig. 1a). The transferred graphene sheet
on top of the lipid monolayer showed very flat and continuous
domains (Fig. 3c) with only a few wrinkles and cracks
observed, as shown by fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 2b).33
2.4.

Raman spectroscopy of graphene on the lipids structure

Fig. 4a shows the averaged Raman spectra for graphene on a
SiO2/Si substrate (black line) and for graphene transferred
above the lipid monolayer in air at room temperature (red
line). The sharp, symmetric and intensive 2D peak
(∼2680 cm−1) and G peak (∼1580 cm−1) indicates the presence
of single layer graphene.34 The weak D peak at 1350 cm−1 is
commonly present in CVD graphene, revealing a reasonable

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Fig. 3 (a) ATR-IR absorption bands of CH2 stretching vibrations of the lipid acyl chains before (black) and after (red) transferring graphene. (b) AFM
intermittent contact mode image in air at room temperature of 5 µm of DPPC : Liss Rhod PE (99 : 1) monolayer on SiO2/Si substrate and (c) after
transferring graphene on top of the lipid monolayer. The insets are the corresponding height proﬁles (green lines).

graphene quality. Specifically, the G band has been generally
considered as an important indicator of doping eﬀect in graphene.35,36 In Fig. 4b, the G peak of graphene (1585.8 cm−1)
blue shifts if lipids are present underneath (1589.0 cm−1).
Such blue shift can be attributed to the known p-doping of
lipids,34 or due to the presence of an adsorbed water layer37 at
the interface between graphene and the substrate.
The imaging of the G peak position, its full width half
maximum (FWHM) and the intensity ratio of I(2D)/I(G) are
summarized in the mapping data shown in Fig. 4c. The G
peak shows a larger blue shift and a much narrower width in
the presence of the lipids as seen by the overall more reddish
plots. Furthermore, the ratio of I(2D)/I(G) is less for the lipid–
graphene assembly compare to graphene on SiO2/Si substrate.
All of these evidences confirm the p-doping eﬀect from the
lipids underneath graphene.38,39 It is also worth to notice that
the lipid-graphene assembly presents a more even color distribution than those of graphene on SiO2/Si, which suggests that
the lipid monolayer underneath represents a more uniform
and smooth support for graphene.
2.5. Field-eﬀect characterization of graphene on the lipids
structure
For electrical characterization of the lipid–graphene assembly,
metal electrodes (chromium, 30 nm) were deposited on the CVD

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016

graphene above the lipid monolayer using a physical mask. As a
control, we fabricated another graphene device directly on the
SiO2/Si substrate using a PMMA assisted transfer method.26
The graphene device on bare SiO2/Si substrate exhibits a
hysteresis of 10 V with an average charge neutrality point
(CNP), VCNP of about +30 V (Fig. 5a, black line). The relatively
large hysteresis and VCNP can be ascribed to the well-known
charge trap and p-doping eﬀect of the SiO2/Si substrate.40
Remarkably, the lipid monolayer favored the screening of the
silicon substrate (Fig. 5a, red line). As a result, the electrical
performances of the lipid–graphene device were improved with
a reduced hysteresis loop (4 V) and a smaller average VCNP (23 V).
We note here that the decrease of the estimated carrier
mobility of graphene on the lipid monolayer (430 cm2 V−1 s−1
compared to 640 cm2 V−1 s−1 on bare substrate) most likely
originates from the incomplete surface coverage of graphene
on the lipid monolayer. Another possible origin of this lower
mobility is maybe the presence of some wrinkles as depicted in
Fig. 3c. The graphene coverage with the lipid-assisted transfer
method was below 80%, whereas the graphene coverage on bare
substrate was larger than 95% (observed by optical images). In
addition, occasionally we also observed in our experiments that
defective lipids (Langmuir–Blodgett transfer ratio <1) degraded
the performance of graphene device by introducing even more
p-doping eﬀect (with VCNP > 80 V) and larger hysteresis (>25 V)
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Fig. 4 (a) Raman spectra of graphene (black line) and of lipid–graphene heterostructure (red line) on SiO2/Si substrate. (b) The Lorentz ﬁtted G peak
of the Raman spectra. (c) Raman imaging of the G peak position, of its FWHM and the intensity ratio of I(2D)/I(G) for graphene (top) and for lipid–
graphene heterostructure (bottom).

Fig. 5 (a) The back gate voltage (Vg) dependent sheet resistance (R) of
graphene on SiO2/Si substrate (black line), lipid–graphene assembly (red
line), and of graphene with defective lipid monolayer (green line). (b)
Raman imaging of the intensity ratio of I(D)/I(G) for graphene on SiO2/Si
substrate (top), lipid–graphene assembly (middle), and graphene with
defective lipid monolayer (bottom).

(Fig. 5a, green line). We have repeated the electrical measurements for another lipid–graphene sample. This sample exhibited a carrier mobility of 570 cm2 V−1 s−1, a hysteresis of 1.5 V,

18650 | Nanoscale, 2016, 8, 18646–18653

and a VCNP of 8 V, closely resembling what we showed in Fig. 5a.
We noted here that we tested also a few defective samples.
The carrier mobility, hysteresis, and VCNP of these defective
samples demonstrated a random and wide distribution of
∼100–700 cm2 V−1 s−1, ∼6–11 V, and ∼11–45 V, respectively.
In Fig. 5b, the intensity ratio between the D peak and G
peak I(D)/I(G) revealed the disorder and defects on graphene,
which can be ascribed to the substrate eﬀects. These substrate
eﬀects are primarily due to the roughness of SiO2/Si substrate,
the strain induced by the lipid monolayer underneath, and the
possible adsorbed water layer at the interface. Compared to
graphene on the lipid monolayer (Fig. 5b, middle), the I(D)/
I(G) ratio of graphene on defective lipids (Fig. 5b, bottom) is
more intense. A higher I(D)/I(G) ratio is in line with the larger
field-eﬀect hysteresis (25 V in case of defective lipids supporting graphene compared to 4 V in case of graphene on lipid
monolayer) and the higher p-doping (i.e., larger average VCNP
of 80 V compared to 23 V for graphene on lipid monolayer).
We note here that the I(D)/I(G) ratio of graphene on bare substrate (Fig. 5b, top) was indeed less intensive than the one for
graphene on a lipid monolayer (Fig. 5b, middle). Nevertheless,
we observed a less pronounced field-eﬀect hysteresis (4 V in
case of lipid monolayer supporting graphene compared to
10 V in case of graphene on bare substrate) and a smaller

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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average VCNP (23 V compared to 30 V for graphene on bare substrate), which might be ascribed to the PMMA assisted transfer
method we used for transferring graphene on bare substrate.
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3. Conclusion
The observation of a unique re-ordering of lipid molecules in
the presence of graphene reveals an increase in the packing of
the lipid monolayer as graphene crowd surfs on the lipid
monolayer. Remarkably, lipids ameliorated the electrical performances of the graphene, which is of high interest for using
chemically versatile soft materials as alternative substrates for
graphene. Additionally, the direct contact between graphene
and lipids is particularly attracting for measuring biochemical
phenomena, for example in situ a lipidic layer. Future experiments investigating diﬀerent lipids with diﬀerent charges,
diﬀerent phase transition temperatures, and diﬀerent lipid
packing will be essential to elucidate the potential sensitivity
of graphene to even more subtle changes in (bio)molecular
conformations. A practical benefit of the lipid monolayer is
also that large millimeter sized and continuous graphene
domains are supported, avoiding polymers or any contaminants usually used during typical graphene transfers.
We believe that interfacing graphene with lipid molecules
oﬀers a new sensing platform to chemically modulate the electrical properties of graphene by varying the lipids structure
and is the first step towards sandwiching graphene within the
hydrophobic core of a lipid bilayer.

4.
4.1.

Experimental section
Langmuir–Blodgett technique

DPPC : Liss Rhod PE (99 : 1) lipids (Avanti Polar Lipids Inc.)
with a concentration of 1 mg mL−1 were prepared in CHCl3/
CH3OH 3 : 1 vol%. The lipid solution was dropwise deposited
on ultra-pure water at 25 °C by means of a microliter syringe,
and the solvent was allowed to evaporate for 15 min. The
measurements were performed in a Minitrough 2, KSV
Instruments using KSV Research Lab v2.01 software. A Teflon
trough was equipped with hydrophilic barriers made of Delrin.
The surface pressure (π) was measured by a microbalance platinum plate, with the lipids passing through diﬀerent phases
while compressing. The SiO2/Si substrate was primarily
inserted in the ultra-pure water and after the compression of
the lipids until a π of 30 mN m−1, it was slowly retracted from
the trough while simultaneously keeping the surface pressure
constant. Consequently, the lipid monolayer is transferred
onto the SiO2/Si substrate and the lipids transfer ratio can be
determined. The transfer ratio is defined by the ratio between
the drop in the monolayer area during deposition and the area
of the substrate. In all the samples prepared, the transfer ratio
was 1.0 ± 0.1, signifying a homogeneous lipid film deposited.
Multiple samples, at least 10, were tested to confirm reproducibility of the experiments.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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4.2.

Lipid-assisted transfer method

The monolayer CVD graphene grown on a copper foil
(Graphenea) is placed in a solution of ammonium persulfate
(0.5 M) (APS) – copper etchant – and after etching, the
graphene is transferred (‘fished’) above the lipid monolayer on
SiO2/Si substrate prepared before. Immediately after, the
sample is rinsed with ultra-pure water to remove the eventual
residues of the etchant, obtaining a SiO2/Si–lipid–graphene
heterostructure. Raman spectroscopy confirms the monolayer
form of graphene after transfer above the lipid monolayer.
This method is polymer free and therefore yields minimal
contamination on graphene surface and also avoids water
trapping between the substrate and graphene.
4.3.

Imaging set-up

Optical images were performed on a Leica DM 2700 M microscope and bright field fluorescence images were obtained on a
Zeiss Axiovert 200 with a 5× objective. 1 mol% Liss Rhod PE
was mixed with DPPC for fluorescence measurements. The
lipids were labeled to characterize the lipid monolayer assembly and the quenching of graphene after the transfer.
4.4.

ATR-IR

Spectra were collected with a BIO-RAD Excalibur Series spectroscopy using a silicon ATR crystal 25 reflection with an angle
of incidence of 45° (Specac) and a spectra range of
8.000–0 cm−1. Each spectrum was collected for 128 scans with
a resolution of 4 cm−1 and the chamber was continuously
purged with dry air. The data were processed using Origin-Pro.
The bare ATR crystal was collected as the background. The
sample preparation on the ATR crystal was the same as on the
SiO2/Si substrate, using a bigger CVD monolayer graphene on
Cu (60 × 40 mm from Graphenea). All the lipids spectra were
performed before and after transferring the graphene layer.
4.5.

Ellipsometry

The layers thickness were obtained using a WVASE ellipsometer M-2000F EC-400 from J. A. Woollam Co. Inc. The data
were collected with the WVase32 software. Each sample was
measured at least in 3 diﬀerent positions with 5 angles of incidence (65°, 70°, 75°, 80° and 85°), at wavelengths ranging
between 250 and 1000 nm. The thicknesses were measured
step-by-step, as ellipsometry models were built layer-by-layer:
(i) first we measured the bare SiO2/Si substrate, (ii) then the
Langmuir lipid monolayer deposited and, (iii) finally the graphene layer. The collected data were fitted with a distinct model
specific for each material. Each material has a set of optical constants containing the complex refractive index n and the extinction coeﬃcient k. The bare SiO2 substrate was fitted with SiO2.
JAW model (n = 1.4554–1.5157; k = 0) and the lipid monolayer
with a CAUCHY model. The CAUCHY optical constants were n =
1.46–1.615 and k were set at 0. An, Bn and Cn were 1.45, 0.01
and 0, respectively. An, Bn and Cn were kept constant. The
monolayer graphene model was taken from the literature.41
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AFM microscopy
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AFM images were performed on a JPK NanoWizard Ultra
Speed machine and the images were processed using a JPK
SPM Data Processing software. The experiments were performed using a silicon probe (AC240TS, Asylum Research) with
70 kHz nominal resonance frequency. The images were
scanned in an intermittent contact mode in air at room temperature with 512 × 512 pixels.
4.7.

Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectra and imaging were measured on a WITec confocal spectrometer with a 532 nm laser and a 100× objective
with the lateral resolution of 200–300 nm. The laser power was
are finely tuned to be below 1 mW to avoid damages to graphene and to the lipids underneath.
4.8.

Electrical measurements

The transistor characteristics of the graphene field-eﬀect transistor devices on diﬀerent substrates were tested using a
home-made setup. A SR830 DSP lock-in amplifier with narrow
filters was used to recover weak signal from a noisy background. The back gate voltage Vg (up to 200 V) was applied
using a Keithley 2400 multimeter. The defective lipid monolayers had a transfer ratio of ∼0.5 using the Langmuir–Blodgett
technique, meaning that the surface of SiO2/Si substrate was not
fully covered with the lipid monolayer.
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